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 Dear Parents and Students,

On behalf of the Vignan’s  World One School , I 
would like to extend my warmest wishes to all of you 
on this joyous occasion of Dussehra. May this festival 
of victory of good over evil bring abundant 
happiness, prosperity, and success into your lives.

As the CEO of Vignan , I feel truly blessed to witness 
the enthusiasm and dedication that our students and 
parents possess towards their education and 
personal growth. The spirit of Dussehra reminds us 
to never back down in pursuit of our goals and 
always remain steadfast in our beliefs.

Once again, I wish you and your loved ones a very 
Happy Dussehra! May this festival ignite our hearts 
with positivity, inspire our minds, and pave the way 
for a brighter future.

I encourage every student to approach their studies 
with renewed vigor, aiming for academic excellence 
and personal development.  Parents ,  your 
unwavering support and guidance play a significant 
role in shaping the future of our students. Your 
support truly makes all the difference, and we are 
grateful for your partnership.
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“Winspire” is the pulse of the school which strives to capture in print and visual 
form the range of activities covered from September and academic prowess 
and accolades received while also providing an outlet for the students' 
creativity.  It is an accurate and official record of events and activities that have 
been undertaken. In order to educate students for the fierce competition in the 
world today, the school has devised a methodology that takes into account 
constantly evolving issues. The school places a strong emphasis on the 
overall development of the students, which enables them to face life's 
challenges head-on. In order to give the students the ability to reflect and 
achieve great success in life, we intend to provide them with the necessary 
skills and a wide range of chances. It gives us a sense of pride when we see 
our children touching the great heights without compromising the academics, 
sports, cultural and so on.

Action is the fundamental key to Success!
It's such a joy and pride to see, yet another repertoire of World One School. 
September ends and provides endless memories to each and every child in 
the school. 

Being focused on our vision, we have been achieving academic excellence 
and also brought innumerable laurels in art and literature by Heritage & 
ISKCON Foundations. Without the enthusiastic support of students, 
teachers, and parents as well, accomplishments and fame of this size would 
have remained unattainable. Finally, I want to express my gratitude for 
everyone's efforts in bringing life to each and every page of this magazine. I 
send my best wishes to everyone. Please feel free to call on me to share 
constructive suggestions and matters of individual concern if any.
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At World One School, this tradition was beautifully upheld as 
students tied rakhi threads on each other's wrists. �e act was 
not merely a gesture but a heartfelt promise of protection, 
care, and unwavering support. �e exchange of rakhi threads 
symbolized the strong foundation upon which sibling 
relationships are built.

World One School's commitment to fostering inclusivity and 
harmony among its students has been evident throughout this 

�e festivities began with students eagerly coming together to 
express their love and appreciation for their siblings. Laughter 
�lled the air as brothers and sisters shared heartwarming 
stories, exchanged tokens of affection, and showcased their 
talents through various performances.

World One School celebrated Raksha Bandhan, a festival that 
honours the bond between brothers and sisters. Rakhi, a 
traditional thread adorned with vibrant colours and intricate 
designs, holds deep signi�cance in Indian culture. It 
symbolizes the bond of protection and love.

celebration. �e memories that had been created on this 
special day would have been treasured forever, and the 
school had hoped that these bonds would continue to 
strengthen and �ourish with each passing year.
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Teacher’s DayTeacher’s Day
Saluting the Guiding Lights: Teacher 's Day Celebration 

On this special occasion of Teacher's Day, our students pulled out all the stops to make it a memorable day for our 
beloved Teachers’. From creative performances to heartfelt messages, we showed our deep appreciation and gratitude 
for everything they do. The day kicked of f with enchanting cultural performances that showcased the diverse talents 
within our student body. From captivating dances and melodic songs to vibrant plays and heartwarming skits, our 
teachers were truly enthralled by the students'. To express our heartfelt thanks, each student carefully crafted 
personalized cards and messages, expressing their gratitude for the guidance, inspiration, and unconditional support 
provided by the teachers. These words of appreciation 
touched the hearts of our educators, reminding them of the 
profound impact they have on our lives.

Our teachers were also felicitated with well-deserved 
awards for their outstanding commitment and exceptional 
teaching methods. This acknowledgement served as a 
testament to the remarkable influence they have had on 
our academic and personal growth. And what's a 
celebration without some delectable treats? Our students 
surprised their favourite teachers with a delightful 
assortment of homemade treats, symbolizing the 
sweetness they bring into our lives every day. The joyous 
atmosphere was further elevated by sharing stories, 
laughter, and creating everlasting memories. We bowed 
our heads in gratitude and say a resounding "Thank You" 
to our amazing teachers at World One School. You truly 
are the guiding light that ignites our path to success.

World One School Students Celebrate  in a Grand Way Teacher's Day
We wanted to take a moment to celebrate our incredible teachers at World 
One School. Their passion, dedication, and tireless efforts have truly made 
a dif ference in shaping our lives and nurturing our dreams. 
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KrishnastamiKrishnastami
CelebrationsCelebrations

�e highlight of the event was the Dahi Handi, where students 
formed human pyramids to break pots �lled with curd, 
imitating the mischievous nature of Lord Krishna. �e day 
was �lled with devotion, and a sense of togetherness, as 
students learned about Krishna's teachings and embraced the 
essence of love, compassion, and faith.

          World One School students celebrated Krishna 
Ashtami with great enthusiasm and joy.

�e students dressed up as  and  and Radha Krishna
participated in an assembly where they recited bhajans, sang 
devotional songs, and performed mesmerizing reenactments 
of Krishna's life.
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GaneshGaneshGaneshHAPPYHAPPYHAPPY ChaturthiChaturthiChaturthi
Embrace the Divine Vibes: Ganesh Chaturthi Delight!Embrace the Divine Vibes: Ganesh Chaturthi Delight!Embrace the Divine Vibes: Ganesh Chaturthi Delight!

May Lord Ganesha, the remover of obstacles, shower you with 
wisdom, success, and prosperity. May this festival continue to 
bring joy, and happiness. Let us come together in celebration, 
offering prayers and seeking the blessings of Lord Ganesha. 
May this festival inspire us to strive for knowledge, embrace 
new beginnings, and overcome any challenges that come our 
way. Wishing you all a blessed and joyous Ganesh Chaturthi!

World One School extends warm wishes and blessings to all 
on this auspicious occasion.

Ganesha
at Boys Campus

Ganesha
at Girls Campus
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2023-2024

�e talented students have brought immense pride to 
our school by securing gold and silver medals. �eir 
exceptional artistic skills and creativity were recognized 
and rewarded in this prestigious competition, further 
highlighting the school's commitment to nurturing 
young talents in the �eld of art.

Students from World One School have recently achieved 
remarkable success in the National level painting 
competition organized by Dream Young & Children's 
Art Academy in Vijayawada.

Children Roaring for 
the Challenge

Vignan's World One School students are eagerly preparing to showcase their 
exceptional skating abilities as they gear up to compete with other schools in a thrilling 
cluster skating game. �is unique event brings together students from different 
schools who possess a passion for skating, providing them with a platform to display 
their skills and talents. �e cluster skating game promotes healthy competition, 
encouraging participants to push their boundaries and strive for excellence in their 
performance. Vignan's World One School students will have the opportunity to 

@ CHENNAI

demonstrate their agility, creativity, and precision as they glide gracefully on the ice and captivate the 
audience with their captivating routines. �rough this experience, students will not only enhance 
their skating abilities but also learn valuable lessons such as sportsmanship, perseverance, and the 
importance of teamwork. �e cluster skating game promises to be an exhilarating event where 
Vignan's World One School students can shine and make their school proud, fostering a sense of unity, 
camaraderie, and achievement among them.
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SGF District-level Athletics CompetitionDistrict-level Athletics CompetitionDistrict-level Athletics Competition

BREAKING NEWS! World One School's talented athletes excel at 
the SGF district-level athletics competition.

Congratulations to our athletes and their 
families for this remarkable feat. Your passion, 
perseverance, and commitment have truly set 
you apart. We can't wait to see you shine even 
brighter in the upcoming competitions.

We are thrilled to announce that our students 
have made us proud once again with their 
spectacular performances at the district-level 
athletics event. Competing against 60 schools 
in the under-14 category, two of our talented 
athletes have secured their position for the 
next level of competition in games like the 
high jump and shot put.

�is momentous achievement is a testament 
to the hard work, dedication, and relentless 
training of our students, as well as the 
unwavering support of our coaches and staff. 
We are extremely proud of our athletes for 
their outstanding performances and wish 
them the best of luck as they move forward in 
this exciting journey.

But that's not all! In the under-17 category, 
where a whopping 150 schools participated, 
�ve of our exceptional athletes proved their 
me�le in athletic games like 400 meters run, 
200 meters run, 100 meters run, and long 
jump. �eir incredible achievements have 
earned them a spot in the next level of 
competition.
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SGF District-level CompetitionDistrict-level CompetitionDistrict-level Competition
BREAKING NEWS! Basketball

Not only did our under-14 students excel, but our under-
17 students also performed remarkably well. Out of the 
100 schools participating, �ve of our students were 
chosen to advance to the next level of the competition. 
�is is a testament to their commitment, teamwork, and 
exceptional skills on the basketball court.

With a whopping 100 schools participating, our students 
showcased their exceptional skills and sportsmanship in 
the under-14 and under-17 categories. 

In the under-14 category, we are proud to announce that 
two of our students were selected to move on to the next 
level of competition. �eir dedication, hard work, and 
talent on the court have truly paid off, and we couldn't be 
prouder of their achievements. We wish them the best of 
luck as they continue to represent World-One School in 
future tournaments.

Congratulations to all the brilliant young athletes from 
World-One School who recently participated in the 
prestigious SGF District-Level Basketball Tournament! 

We would like to extend heartfelt congratulations to all 
the students who participated in the tournament. Your 
efforts, enthusiasm, and sportsmanship have made us 
immensely proud. We also want to thank our dedicated 
coaches and staff who have worked tirelessly to train and 
support our athletes.

As World-One School, we believe in fostering not only 
academic excellence but also encouraging our students 
to develop their talents and passions. We are delighted to 
see our students thrive in the �eld of sports and are 
excited to see what they will achieve in the future.

Once again, congratulations to all the students who 
represented World-One School in the SGF District-
Level Basketball Tournament. We are con�dent that with 
such talent and dedication, our athletes will continue to 
make us proud in future competitions. Go, World-One 
School!
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Priyanka Patnaik
an alumna from the 2010 batch.

Business Analyst at CALYX

Rohit Kumar Gupta
Alumna from the 2010 batch.
Indian Railway at DDU Division
East Central Railway

        Hello, I'm Priyanka Patnaik, an alumna from the 2010 batch. Currently, I hold the 
position of a Business Analyst at CALYX, Hyderabad, which specializes in clinical 
research. I'd like to express how VIGNAN has had an indelible impact on my life. My 
time at Vignan, spanning five years, is a treasure trove of memories. Whether within 
the classroom or beyond its walls, every moment has left an enduring mark on my heart. The environment, the 
dedicated staff, and the supportive administrative team collectively nurtured me with love and care throughout my 
academic journey. I am eternally grateful for the experiences and knowledge that Vignan has bestowed upon me, 
and I carry these lessons with me in my professional life. It's a place that continues to inspire and remind me of the 
potential we hold when nurtured in the right environment. Thank you, Vignan, for being an essential part of my 
journey.

in our heart. I like to thank Vignan School from the bottom of my heart for nurturing 
my life by providing knowledge  and enlightenment me, which remain within me 

          I would like to share my invaluable experience & journey at Vignan School which truly enriched my life and 
remain forever with me. Spending 05 years at Vignan School was like a blessing for me, as interacting and living in 
different cultures was something which really helps me today to interact with anyone without any hesitation, 
learning different languages from multicultural people under the same roof was appetizing to me. The amount of 
love which we used to get from our teacher, warden and staff of Vignan School has helped us to groom ourselves 
despite living far from our parents and home. The uninterrupted dedication and hard work shown by our teacher 
and warden for our study was very mesmerizing for me and I wish to have this kind of teacher for our upcoming 
generation. The food, and ambiance provided by Vignan School has a special place 

forever.

my life and remain forever with me. Spending 05 years at Vignan School was like a blessing for me, as 
interacting and living in different cultures was something which really helps me today to interact with 
anyone without any hesitation, learning different languages from multicultural people under the same 
roof was appetizing to me. The amount of love which we used to get from our teacher, warden and staff 
of Vignan School has helped us to groom ourselves despite living far from our parents and home. The 
uninterrupted dedication and hard work shown by our teacher and warden for our study was very 
mesmerizing for me and I wish to have this kind of teacher for our upcoming generation. The food, and 

I would like to share my invaluable experience & journey at Vignan School which truly enriched 

ambiance provided by Vignan School has a special place in our heart. I 
like to thank Vignan School from the bottom of my heart for nurturing 
my life by providing knowledge and enlightenment me, which remain 
within me forever.

Shiva Naicker
Alumni of the 2010 Batch. Currently, 

I am Working in Standard Chartered Bank 
in the position of Senior Manager, in Chennai.

VISAKHAPATNAM
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www.vizag.vignanschools.org

Art by : Rushi Raj, Class-VI

Our School's Legacy School Alumni Speak of Enduring 
Bonds and Lifelong Impact
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